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The shameless ethno-nationalist supremacy associated with his hateful remark will result in
Africans doubling down on their anti-imperialist and Pan-Africanism activism since no self-
respecting person would ever capitulate in the face of such blatantly racist pressure and
thus voluntarily submit themselves to being dominated by their abuser.

French  President  Macron  claimed  during  his  latest  trip  to  Algeria  that  “Many  of  the
(information) networks that are covertly pushed (in Africa) – … by Turkey… by Russia… by
China – have an enemy: France.” This was a supreme insult to all Africans’ intelligence since
it channeled the discredited racist trope that they’re supposedly so stupid as to be easily
manipulated by multipolar powers. Instead of acknowledging the genuinely grassroots and
politically  legitimate  reasons  why  many  Africans  are  actively  rebelling  against  French
influence  in  its  self-proclaimed  “sphere  of  influence”  in  so-called  “Françafrique”  like
Turkiye’s  Foreign  Ministry  suggested  that  he  do,  Macron  chose  to  once  again  spew
unsubstantiated smears similar in spirit to those malicious ones that it earlier made against
Mali.

The reality  is  that  the global  systemic  transition to  multipolarity  that  unprecedentedly
accelerated  since  the  latest  US-provoked  phase  of  the  Ukrainian  Conflict  has  served  to
inspire the entire BRICS-led Global South to push back against the US-led West’s Golden
Billion at this pivotal moment in the New Cold War between those two polar opposite models
of socio-economic and political development. Moreover, many Africans felt emboldened to
further  intensify  their  efforts  after  President  Putin  unveiled  his  global  revolutionary
manifesto  in  late  July  that  was  followed shortly  thereafter  by  Foreign  Minister  Lavrov
pledging that Russia will help Africa fully complete its decolonization processes ahead of his
successful trip to the continent.

“Africa’s Role In The New Cold War” is destined to be that of a major battleground between
the Golden Billion and the Global South precisely because its people refuse to be subjugated
any  longer  by  the  former  after  having  ruthlessly  been  exploited  by  them for  half  a
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millennium. France, which is among the most powerful of the Golden Billion’s hegemons in
Africa and even surpasses the US’ influence in some parts of the continent, isn’t even hiding
its  neo-colonial  intentions  anymore  after  Macron  ripped  off  his  mask  and  started  insulting
Africans’ intelligence in the extremely racist way that he just did. The so-called “battle for
hearts and minds” has already been won by the Global South’s multipolar Great Powers like
Russia and China, who are helping to liberate all African countries with no strings attached.

They’d never dare disrespect their partners, let alone in the crude way that Macron just did,
especially because they themselves have been victimized by similar forms of verbal abuse.
Africans are well aware not only of those two and others’ proud anti-colonial histories, but
also of just how sincerely they respect all others in contrast to the behavior exemplified by
Western leaders like the French one and his peers. Macron’s racist insult of all Africans’
intelligence isn’t just rude, but also suggests that the Golden Billion is done “playing nice”
after having abandoned all pretenses of their faux “politeness” that they unconvincingly
attempted to practice in the past. As Western “thought leaders” never tire of reminding
everyone, “might makes right” in their eyes, hence why they’re now sowing chaos across
Africa.

This isn’t speculation either but documented fact after Mali  recently accused France of
supporting those Al Qaeda-connected terrorists that declared war on its Russian partner in
late June and then the joint US- and Egyptian-led but TPLF-driven Hybrid War of Terror on
Ethiopia resumed shortly thereafter on the other side of the continent. In fact, that second-
mentioned conflict that first went hot in November 2020 after years of multilateral planning
can be seen in hindsight as the new template that the West and its regional vassals like
Egypt are employing since it was hatched as punishment for Ethiopia’s principled neutrality
in the New Cold War between the US-led West’s Golden Billion and the BRICS-led Global
South.  It  therefore  follows that  similarly  multipolar  states  like  Mali  and others  will  be
punished too.

Macron made a major mistake though by letting his mask slip after spewing his racist
innuendo about  Africans supposedly  lacking the intelligence to  not  be manipulated by
foreign powers.  The shameless ethno-nationalist  supremacy associated with his  hateful
remark will result in Africans doubling down on their anti-imperialist and Pan-Africanism
activism since no self-respecting person would ever capitulate in the face of such blatantly
racist pressure and thus voluntarily submit themselves to being dominated by their abuser.
Far from helping the Golden Billion’s hegemonic cause like his twisted mind imagined that
his crude insult would supposedly do, the French leader’s public embrace of racist tropes
against Africans will only serve to accelerate the decline of the US-led West’s hegemony
over that continent.
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